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By Hand Delivery 

Mrs. Susan Hudson, Clerk 
Vermont Public Service Board 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701 

June 4, 2012 

Re: Docket 7867 -- Seneca Mountain Wind LLC's MET Towers Application 

Dear Mrs. Hudson: 

Enclosed for filing please find Petitioner Seneca Mountain Wind's Re.rpollJe to Public Comments 
in the above-referenced matter. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions concerning the above. 

"""-L- (?\ (2'inc . ly, 

nd:ew N. Raubvogel, E \1. i 
Dunkiel Saunders Elliott & Hand, PLLC 

End. 

cc: Service List 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I,Jenna Conklin, certify that onJune 4, 2012, I forwarded copies of Seneca Mountain \\1ind, LLC's 
Re.rpol1Je to Pub/ic CommelltJ to the attached service list by the method noted: 

By Hand Delivery: 

Mrs. Susan Hudson, Clerk 
Vermont Public Service Board 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701 
susan.hudson@state.vt.us 

By First Class Mail: 

John Beling 
Aaron Kisicki 
Vermont Department of Public Service 
112 State Street 
Montpelier VT 05620-2601 

Requested Intervenors and Interested Parties: 

Benjamin Bangs and Noreen Hession 
Newark Neighbors United 
101 Schoolhouse Road 
Newark, VT 05871 

Town of Newark Planning Commission 
1336 Newark St. 
Newark, VT 05871 

Dated at Burlington, Vermont this 4th day of June 2 

By: 

Donald J. Einhorn, Esq. 
Vermont i\gency of Natural Resources 
103 South Main Street 
3rd Floor, Center Building 
\\1aterbury, Vermont 05671-0301 

Town of Newark Selectboard 
1336 Newark St. 
Newark, \TT 05871 

Town of Brighton Planning Commission 
PO Box 337 
Island Pond, VT 05846 
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Seneca Mountain Wind's Response to Public Comments and Requests for Intervention 

Seneca Mountain Wind, LLC ("SMW") hereby submits to the Public Service Board 
("Board") the following response to public comments on the above-referenced application, flied 
during the public comment period that closed on May 18, 2012. The responses are organized by 
their related section 248 criterion. 

For all of the reasons discussed below, SMW respectfully maintains that the public 
comments do not raise any significant issue with respect to any section 248 criteria, and therefore 
neither a site visit nor evidentiary hearingl is necessary or required. The application meets all of the 
section 248 criteria and should be approved as expeditiously as possible, in order for SMW to be 
able to install the MET towers during the summer construction season. 

30 V.S.A. §248 (b)(1) - Orderly Development of the Region 

1. Some COJJJmentcn aner! that the prominence alld mjibi!ity Of the i\!lET tOJJJerJ IJJi!! halJe a Jlegati7Je effect Oil both 
propertY 7JailleJ and the !oca! economy, JJJhicb zjjjteled by tomiJIJJ. 

Response: The comments are purely speculative and general in nature and thus fail to establish 
the existence of a significant issue under section 248(b)(1). 

The claim, even if considered, is also without merit. Studies have shown that there are no 
consistent, widespread impacts on property values from the installation of commercial wind 
projects (and thus by extension certainly not from temporary MET towers).2 A recent study 
performed by two economists at the University of New Hampshire Whittemore School of 
Business evaluated the potential for property value impacts from the Lempster Wind Project in 
Lempster, NH and found that neither distance from nor views of wind turbines caused a 
statistically significant impact to property values in Lempster or the surrounding towns. This 

1 "\ number of public comments request a "public" hearing. The Boatd's :\IET Tower >\pplication procedures make 
clear that any hearing to be held would be an evidentiary hearing, and not a public hearing ("The Board may determine 10 
hear evidellce on any issue if it concludes that the project raises a significant issue with respect to one or more of those 
substantive [section 248] criteria ... "(emphasis added). 

2 See, e.g., Tbe Imparl oj'!{:/illd POlver Pro/edJ 011 ReJidelilia/ Property Va/I/ex ill Ihe Ulliled Slale.r.· A l\lIN/li·Sile J-iedollicAllaD'JiJ, 
HoCl1, Wiser et al. (2009), http://escholarship.org/uclitem/Ogk965bg. Cited by the Board in Docket No. 7508, Georgia 

Community Wind, Order of 6/11/10 at 25. 
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study is the most recent and geographically the closest to the potential SMW project and is in a 
similar rural, mountainous setting. SMW contends that if no widespread or statistically 
significant property value impacts from commercial wind farms have been documented, then the 
claim the MET towers will create such impacts is unfounded. Furthermore, there have been no 
claims or specific information put forth that the two previously installed MET towers at the 
Seneca and Brighton sites had any such effect. 

2. Some COJ1ZlJ2enters claim that the Project is illcorlJistellt with the Newark Towll Plan ill ilJ- Vision Statement 
alld EIllJiroJtmental, Recreatiollal, alld Commercial sedions, illclJldingprotedioll o/tJJJO deer willtering and 
that the visibility of a MET tower Oil Hawk Rock )rom CCIlter POlld would alro contradict the Towl! Plan. 

Response: The comments do not establish that there are significant issues with respect to the 
Town Plan, for a number of reasons: 

First, there are no specific land conservation measures contained in the Town Plan that relate to 
the site parcel that would be violated. 

Second, no deer wintering areas are directly or indirectly affected by the MET sites, as 
determined by the prior field work of Arrowwood Environmental and discussed in the 
application and below under Comment 9. 

Third, the Hawk Rock MET site would not be visible from most if not all of the western shore 
of Center Pond. Given the lack of visibility, SMW's original application did not call out this 
issue for further consideration. The attached line of sight sections illustrate the lack of visibility. 
See also discussion under Comment 11 below. 

Fourth, as summarized in SMW's original application, the Newark Town Plan references a 
number of different broad goals, including the development of renewable energy. As discussed 
in the original application, however, the Plan contains no specific prohibitions on this type of 
development; in fact, the MET tower would be consistent with the Plan in a number of ways: 

• The Town Plan (page 21) acknowledges that Vermont consumes far more energy than it 
produces and that most of the money that Newark residents spend on energy leaves 
Vermont. Investigating the viability of in-state (local) renewable energy generation through 
the collection of MET data can help address that concern, as well as meeting the Town 
Plan's goal of ensuring that the environment can remain clean and healthy. Clean energy 
resources such as wind energy (which SMW has not applied for in this case, but for which a 
MET tower is a necessary precursor), are among the most important tools in preserving 
clean air, clean water, and open space. 

• The Plan identifies the need to evaluate plans for potential energy generation carefully. 
SMW's proposed temporary MET tower is a tool that will allow it to present detailed 
information to the Town for future consideration with respect to a wind project, in 
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accordance with the Plan. The Plan also has an action item for "promoting awareness of 
local sources of energy and opportunities to employ renewable energy." (Page 22.) 

• As referenced in the original application materials and as discussed below, the MET tower 
would not cause undue impacts to recreational, environmental, or scenic resources, and 
thereby does not violate those general goals of the Town Plan. 

3. One commenter JtateJ that he will comider mOlJing alld haJ alreac!y bad two dielltJ (to biJ log-home COllJ1rNctioll 
b/./JilleJJ) caltcel their prqjectJ ill the area or place them Oil hold due to the applimtion becolllingpllblic. He 
belie1JeJ the impact Oil JaleJ and development in the area will be extemi1Je and negati1Je "becmm ofa wind/am!. " 

Response: The comment relates in part to the potential impacts of any eventual commercial 
wind project. The Board has made clear in the Section 246 Standards Order and in prior cases 
that such impacts will be considered at the time an application for a wind project is filed, and not 
within the MET application process. 

In addition, the experience of one commenter, even if accurate, does not establish that a 
significant issue exists, under either 248(b)(1) or (b)(4). As stated above, studies have shown that 
wind development has no consistent, widespread effect on property values; this applies even 
more strongly to the construction and operation of temporary MET towers. Rumors of 
individuals moving away or choosing not to move to the area on the basis of a MET tower 
application that has not yet been approved are nothing more than that - rumors. They do not 
establish the existence of a significant issue. The 4 MET towers will be temporary, will have a 
minimal visual profile, and will not constitute a permanent addition to the landscape. 

4. One commenter JtateJ that I-Tawk Rock 'h a./;-agile, rare, a!ld irreplaceable natural area becmm if itJ wildlife, 
itJ iconic appearance, and itJ-proximity to 1Jital conJeJ7Jatioll and recreation landJ alld colltendJ that the propoJed 
project JJJil1 rwdt ill ''all tmdtte ad1Jerre ejJect that canllot be mitigated . .. Placement if a i\1ET tower Oil Hawk 
Rock will matefialIY inteifere with the enjqyment o/Newark '.I' col1Jel7Jed landJ and . .. with the orderlY 
de1Jelopment 0/ the area. " 

Response: SMW recognizes that Hawk Rock is an important area locally. The Hawk Rock cliffs 
are not Boreal Calcareous Cliffs as suggested by the Newark Planning Commission. Based upon 
Arrowwood Environmental's prior field work and review of the site, the cliffs are composed of 
granitic rock which is non-calcareous. The natural community type for these cliffs is a Boreal 
Acidic Cliff. Unlike the Boreal Calcareous Cliff (S-2, a rare community type), the Boreal Acidic 
Cliff community is an S4-ranked community type, meaning "widespread in the state." 
Moreover, ANR has not identified the cliffs as a potential RINA, and in any event the proposed 
MET tower will be at least 700 feet away. 

In addition, there will be no restriction of the public's use of conserved lands in Newark - as 
noted above, there will be limited if any visibility from the western shore of Center Pond, and 
there are no lands conserved for wildlife purposes that would be impacted. There will be no 
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danger to the public from installing the Hawk Rock tower in the proposed location. Once the 
MET tower is removed, there will be no permanent impacts to the landscape. 

30 V.S.A. §248 (b)(4) - Economic Benefit to tbe State and its l'esidents 

5. Some commenterJ aJJert that tbe prominence and lJiJiiJi/iry qftbe MET lowen wi/I haJJe a negatilJe effect 011 botb 
proper!y lJa/tleJ and tbe local eCOnOIJ!y, }).Jbici) iJ/tle/ed by tOtlrzJ'12. 

Response: The Board's MET tower procedures (Section 246 Standards Order dated 3/9/10) 
conditionally waive this criterion and therefore applicants are not required to address economic 
impacts in the application. The comments are purely speculative and general in nature on the 
issue of impacts to property values and tourism, and thus the waiver should remain. And, as 
discussed above, wind projects have not been found to cause such property value impacts.3 By 
extension, the much smaller temlJorary MET towers which do not raise noise, shadow flicker, or 
other potential issues would not have such an effect. 

6. Some commenter.r claim tbat tbe Project will prOlJide no economic benefit to Vel7120nt or Newark and will baJJe a 
"deleten'ouJ effect on tbe economy. " 

Response: The comments are purely speculative and general in nature, fail to establish the 
existence of a significant issue under section 248(b) (4), and thus the waiver should remain. 

if the Board considers the issue, the MET towers will result in some economic benefits in 
Vermont. The installation and maintenance of MET towers requires work to be performed in 
Vermont, and the collection of MET data occurs in tandem with wildlife and environmental 
studies, engineering studies, and other work that is currently being performed in part by 
Vermont workers. Sl'vIW's Vermont and non-Vermont consultants purchase food, fuel, and 
supplies in local shops and restaurants. The MET tower planned for installation in Newark is 
manufactured by a Vermont company (NRG Systems in Hinesburg), and 90% of the sensors 
and data collection equipment for all four towers will also be purchased from NRG Systems. 

3 "Neither the view of the wind facilities nor the distance of the home to those facilities is found to have any consistent, 
measurable, and statistically significant effect on home sales prices. the analysis cannot dismiss the possibility 
that individual homes or small numbers of homes have been or could be negatively impacted, it finds that if these 
impacts do exist, they are either too small and/ or too infrequent to result in any widespread, statistically observable 
impact." Tbe Impact ojlf/'i/ld POllJer ProjectJ 011 ReJidentiai Properl), T/a/lIeJ ill tbe Ulliled SlaleJ: A lWu/li-Sile Hedollie A/labJiJ, 
Hocn, Wiser et al. (2009), http://escholarship.org/uclitem/Ogk965bg. 
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7. One COJJ21JZenter clailJlJ that collJtnldion q/ivlET tOUJen UJi!! increaJe the challee ojj700dillg becczllJe 
hold wate!: " Another COJlJl1Jenter raiJed COJ1cernJ that the Pro/ed wi!! impad includillg a bog. 

Response: The comments are purely speculative and general in nature and provide no specific 
information that establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's original 
application and the memorandum from Arrow-wood attached thereto established that the MET 
sites are neither in nor directly abutting any floodways, streams, or wetlands, they will result in 
very little clearing, and thus they have no potential to cause flooding or impacts to wetlands. 

30 V.S.A. [248 (b)(5) - NecessaJy wildlife habitat and endangered species 

8. The Agent)! ojNatuml ReJotltY"eJ- plYJ7Jided COJJJmentJ to the Board dated J\I1.qy 11, 2012 that incltlded 
recolJJlJJendatioJ1J Oll J"eClJ'01zal reJ"tndiomfor comtrm1ioll and maintenance acti7)itieJ in order to proted nearby bear 
habitat and peregrine falcon habitat. 

Response: SMW would first like to note that the Agency's comments were focused entirely on 
seasonal restrictions to address any potential impacts to nearby black bear and Peregrine falcon 
habitat.4 The Agency did not express any other concerns regarding environmental resources, 
including impacts to streams, wetlands, flooding, shorelines, outstanding resource waters, rare 
and irreplaceable natural areas, or other forms of necessary wildlife habitat. 

With respect to ANR's recommendations on seasonal restrictions, SMW has developed the 
following proposed CPG conditions, after consultation with ANR. SMW continues to discuss 
with ANR the timing of construction relative to the seasonal restrictions in the Fall. 

Seasonal Restrictions re: Installation of the MET towers -- to occur outside of the 
following periods: 

1. Sept 1 - November 30: Hawk Rock and Bull Mountain towers (except that if the 
Board issues an approval on or after August 1,2012, SMW shall have a 4 week 
window from the date of the Board decision to install the MET tower at Hawk Rock 
during the 2012 calendar year. Installation in any year thereafter shall comply with 
the seasonal restrictions). 

11. f<"ebruary 15 - July 30: Hawk Rock tower (or until it has been confirmed that the 
chicks have fledged, if earlier than July 30). If construction will not take place until 
2013 or thereafter, the same restrictions would apply, except that if it is confirmed 

4 "\NR's letter also addressed the type of ::'I lET tower to be used at Hawk Rock, and recommended the use of a tubular 
rather than lattice tower. ,\NR's stated reason was its (mistaken) belief that the tubular tower had fewer guy wires than 
the lattice tower and thus presented a smaller risk of collision to birds. S::'II\\! has since clarified with that the 
tubular tower has 3 more guy wires than the lattice tower, and has agreed to withdraw this recommendation. 
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that peregrines have not utilized the cliffs for nesting by May 1 Sf of any given year, 
the seasonal falcon restriction would be waived for the balance of the season. 

Maintenance Activities. Maintenance generally occurs as follows: 

a. Monthly - battery check and data card switch-out. Every second or third month 
would also include an overall visual inspection of towers. One person, 30-60 
minutes/ site. 

b. Every 6 months, to coincide with monthly visits noted above - cable tension 
adjustments as needed. 4 people, 2-3 hours per site. Note that the fIrst such 
adjustment needs to occur 2-3 months after towers are installed. 

c. Every 2 years - sensor replacement. 3-4 people, one day for all 4 sites. 

Seasonal restrictions re: Maintenance Activities: No limitations with respect to monthly 
checks (item a). For items b. and c., maintenance (except unplanned repairs) to occur 
outside of the following periods: 

1. May 1 - June 30: Brighton tower 
11. Sept 1 - November 30: Bull Mountain and Hawk Rock towers 

111. February 15 - July 30: Hawk Rock 

Unplanned Repairs of the Towers (referred to by ANR as emergency maintenance) - to 
occur outside of the above restricted maintenance periods, if feasible, i.e., without materially 
impacting the ongoing collection of MET data. 

Reporting - Seneca shall annually provide a report, by December 2, to ANR and the Board, 
documenting the number of unplanned entries during the seasonally-restricted periods for 
each of the MET sites identifIed above, and explaining the basis for each entry. 

9. Some commenters expres.red general cOllcerm about a 7JClI'ie!y C!/wildli/e Jpedes, including winten'llg deer; tbe 
common loon, batJ, bearJ, 11200Je, fox', alld coyoteJ. 

Response: The comments are general in nature and provide no specifIc information that 
establishes a signifIcant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's original application, 
including the work of its environmental consultants, establishes that the MET sites do not have 
the potential to cause undue adverse impacts to any "necessary wildlife habitat." In particular, 
Arrowwood Environmental's (AE) prior fIeld work and resulting determinations can be 
summarized as follows: 

Two of the proposed sites, Brighton and Seneca Mountain, utilize existing clearing, 
access roads, tower bases, and anchor bolt locations from pre-existing MET towers. No new 
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clearing or disturbance will occur at these sites. There are no deer or moose overwintering yards 
or bear production habitats in the vicinity of these two sites. Thus, we see no potential for 
undue adverse impacts to any resources at those two existing sites. 

The Bull Mountain MET tower site is located at the intersection of two existing access 
roads and a log landing. Existing land use practices related to commercial logging and recreation 
results in regular use of these roads by various vehicles and equipment. The proposed MET 
tower installation will result in new clearing of only 0.1 acres within a regenerating northern 
hardwood forest. The forest area to be cleared does not constitute critical wildlife habitat, and 
there are no deer or moose overwintering yards in the vicinity of this site. 

The northwestern edge of a beech stand is located approximately 350' from the 
proposed tower base, and the closest clearing to the beech stand already exists as part of the log 
landing. Given the current use of the area and low level impact of the Bull Mountain MET 
tower, and the seasonal restrictions noted above, no effect on the level of bear use in the nearby 
beech stand from the proposed project is expected. 

The Hawk Rock MET tower site is located within a regenerating northern hardwood 
forest, southeast of an existing truck road. Within the vicinity of the proposed installation is a 
potential (not observed) deer wintering yard. The proposed MET tower clearing is located 
approximately 130' from the boundary of this potential deer wintering yard. Tower installation 
will occur during non-winter months as a practical matter and thus will avoid any impacts during 
construction to potentially overwintering deer in the vicinity. 

Bear scarred beech trees were identified approximately 100' northeast of the proposed 
Hawk Rock site and access trail. This area of scarred beech is in close proximity to an existing 
road that sees reglillar use by various vehicles and equipment. As with the Bull Mountain site, 
seasonal restrictions will apply as noted above. Given the high level of use of the area and low 
level impact of the MET tower, no effect is expected on the existing level of bear use of the 
beech stand from the proposed project. 

Using an assessment methodology accepted by the Vermont Fish and Wildlife 
Department, potential moose wintering habitat in the vicinity of the Hawk Rock MET site was 
assessed in the fall of 2011 and again in January 2012. While woody plant browse, bark 
stripping, and other evidence of moose are prevalent in many areas within the Newark, 
Brighton, and Ferdinand study areas, only low to moderate levels of woody browse were found 
near the Hawk Rock MET tower site. In addition, the January field investigation revealed no 
moose tracks or scat in the vicinity of the site. Concentrated scat, an indicator of winter yarding 
activity from previous years' moose use was never found at the site. Thus AE concluded that 
there is no potential undue adverse impact to wintering moose. 

Fox and coyote are habitat generalists and are extremely adaptable to a wide variety of 
landscapes, disturbances, and vegetative conditions. As such, there are no habitat features that 
are critical to their survival or considered necessary wildlife habitat within Vermont. 
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SMW's other environmental consultant, Stantec, provided the following information 
regarding common loons. Common loons breed and feed on freshwater lakes. They are water 
birds that have very limited movement on land and only go ashore to mate and incubate eggs. 
Even during migration, their stopover points are located on lakes and open water along the path 
from summer to winter habitat. Because loon activity is limited to water, the risk of loons 
colliding with the MET tower is extremely low since any activity above the ridgeline would occur 
during migratory flight, and this activity would occur during daylight hours when loons could see 
and avoid the MET tower. Loon mortality was not documented during an extensive review of 
avian mortality at communication towers (American Bird Conservancy 2000). 

10. The COllJtrzfctiOll r:fJ\1ET towen, ejpecia!!J j\1ET towen- Jttpported Ly g!!) wireJ, are a hazard to the endangered 
peregrille falcon. 

Response: The comments do not create a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's 
original application, including information provided by avian specialists at Stantec, and the 
seasonal restrictions noted above, establish that the MET sites do not have the potential to cause 
undue adverse impacts to Peregrine falcon or their habitat. In particular: 

• 

• 

• 

Although peregrine falcons had not been observed at Hawk Rock since 2006, a breeding pair 
of peregrine falcons was observed in May 2012. 

Peregrine falcons are fast-flying raptors that prey on birds from the air. Activity is generally 
concentrated over valleys that have a variety of land cover types (i.e., agriculture, wetland, 
forest) and therefore contain more abundant and diverse bird populations than those found 
over mountain ridgelines. An extensive observational study in New Hampshire showed that 
peregrine falcon activity was concentrated over adjacent valleys and not over mountain 
ridgelines. 5 Further, an analysis of pellet remains from 1994 to 2009 indicated that many 
prey species were habitat generalists (not restricted to ridgetop habitats) and species that are 
found in agricultural and residential areas (not found in ridgetop habitats).6 

It is conceivable that peregrine falcons could infrequently be active above the ridgeline 
where the MET tower would be located during migration as the pair leaves its summer 
habitat. However, peregrine falcons are diurnal migrants and highly maneuverable fliers, and 
therefore should be able to see and avoid the MET tower and its associated guy lines. In an 

5 Stantec Consulting Inc. and.-\udubon Society of New Hampshire Conservation Department. 2009. Summer and early 
fall 2009 peregrine falcon use surveys for the Groton \\!ind Project in Groton, New Hampshire. Report prepared for 
Groton Wind, LLC, December 2009. 

6 Id. 
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• 
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extensive summary of avian mortality at communication towers, no peregrine falcons were 
observed among the 230 different species documented at 47 sites throughout the U.S.! 

Vl\NR has reviewed the MET application, and in recommendations to the Public Se.rvice 
Board has not raised any concerns with respect to peregrines and collision risk. With respect 
to the protection of nesting habitat, ANR has requested, and SMW has agreed to, avoiding 
construction of the MET tower and major maintenance activities during any year when a 
peregrine breeding nest is in active use, between the period of February 15 to July 30 (or 
when all chicks have fledged, if it occurs earlier in time). 

In sum, a MET tower is unlikely to create a risk of collision or impact the nesting pair of 
peregrine falcons residing at Hawk Rock. Tree removal and construction of the MET tower 
will not directly impact the ledge habitat where the nest is located because the rocky ledge 
will not be removed or impacted. Infrequent activity over the ridgeline is not expected to 
result in impacts because of the diurnal nature of such activity and the high maneuverability 
of the species. Seasonal restrictions will ensure that nesting pairs and their chicks will not be 
disturbed by construction or any major maintenance. Monitoring conducted in coordination 
with V ANR, Vermont Audubon, and Stantec will gather information on nest productivity 
and the status of fledglings, which will be used to inform construction schedules. 

30 V.S.A. §248 (b)(5) -Aesthetics 

11. Some COJJZJJlenterJ claim that the Project "will reJttlt ill an l/ndue ad7Jene ejfect that cannot he mitigated" hecauJe 
Hawk Rock iJ a "prominent flatllre "forming "the hackdrop for the town j' JJlOJt impottant collJer/Jation area. " 
Another COJlJJJJellter ')-ejectJ jj\1W:I' claim that the tOlver will he dijJicttlt to Jee more than 1 or 2 JJZZkr (lIvay" 
and ''that the towen' will not repreJent a complete new orjoreigll 7Ji.mal element ill the region." The Towll 0/ 
NeuJark Planning COlJZllZi.Lrioll letter dated 5-9-12 highlightJ the lJiJihili[y and importance o/IIawk Rock, 
Packer and Walker NlolllltainJ in the toum 

Response: The comments are purely speculative and general in nature and provide no specific 
information that establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's original 
application, the Board's experience in numerous prior MET cases, and the prior existence of 
MET towers at 2 of the 4 sites for 2.5 years, all establish that there will not be an undue adverse 
impact on aesthetics. LandWorks, a finn with extensive experience evaluating aesthetic impacts 
of section 248 projects, advised SMW of the following factors: 

7 /\.merican Bird Conservancy. 2000. Communication towers: A. deadly hazard to birds. 
http://www.abcbirds.org/newsandreports/ special_reports/towerkillweb.PDF, accessed "'lay 31, 2012. 
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• There is no reference in the current Newark Town Plan to the three mountains in the 
context of their Janic importance or any provisions that would purchase or protect these 
mountains which are, for the most part, in private ownership. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The location of the Hawk Rock Met site is at about 1880 feet a.s.l. Given that there is higher 
ground and summits of 2000 feet to over 2100 feet to the south, west, and north of the 
Hawk Rock site, primary visibility of this tower will be to the eastern section of the Town, in 
the vicinity of Route 114, and not the Center Pond area. See attached line of sight sections. 
The existing topography and height of land between the MET site and Center Pond will 
block the view of the tower for most, if not all, of the western shoreline of the pond. 

Whether or not the MET tower is visible (in the area of Route 114 or otherwise) is not the 
test of visual impact. It is the nature and extent of that visibility that must be addressed. 
Based upon the numerous Act 250 and Section 248 cases over the years, there must be 
substantiation that addresses how a project will shock or offend the average person. The 
Board has held that landowners and those who live near the project or have some personal 
stake or vested interest in not seeing this project built generally cannot be considered an 
average person.s Based upon the limited visibility and temporary nature of the MET tower, 
the presence of other towers in the area in the past, and the Board's prior rulings concerning 
MET towers, the tower at Hawk Rock will not shock or offend the average person. 

Under the Quechee test, the question is not whether the impacts can be mitigated; it is 
whether the applicant has taken all generally available mitigative steps that a reasonable 
person would take to harmonize the project with its surroundings. SMW has taken such 
mitigative steps through the use of slender towers that are not lit and are painted in muted 
colors, and the fact that these are temporary structures, and will have to be removed after 
the designated CPG period of 5 years. 

While the commenters identify specific areas and locations with concerns for scenic impacts, 
there are no specific community standards or guidance for addressing impacts to such scenic 
resources in either the Newark or Brighton Town Plans. 

12. The Letterfrom the Towll ofBl7g,htOI1, dated 5-1-12, rai.reJ COI1CernJ with regard to 7JiewJ o/the lake (hlalld 
Pond) and 7Jillage of hi and Pond that w07t1d be c1Jeded by theJe wind 112eaJ'tlreJJleJlt towen. 

Response: 'The comments are general in nature and provide no specific information that 
establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's original application, the 
Board's experience in numerous prior MET cases, and the prior existence of MET towers at 2 of 
the 4 sites for 2.5 years, all establish that there will not be an undue adverse impact on aesthetics. 
LandWorks summarized the issues as follows: 

R "\Vhile some individuals who live close to the project may find the proposed project offensive, they are not 
representative of the 'average person' because of their personal interest in the area and their opposition to change." 
Seanblll;g, Docket 5823, Order of 5/16/96 at Finding 128. 
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Two of the three towers potentially visible in Brighton (Brighton and Seneca sites) are 
locations where there were already MET towers in place and there is no evidence or 
documentation provided that would indicate that the previous towers had a deleterious 
effect on tourism or scenic values; 

The MET towers range in width from 18" wide lattice structures for the Brighton and 
Seneca Mountain sites to a 24" wide lattice structure at the Bull Mountain site. These widths 
and structure designs are not highly visible beyond 1 - 2 miles under most conditions due to 
their narrow profiles, based upon the widespread experience of such towers in Vermont. 
See also Attachment D5 in the application for confirmation of this quality of visibility. 

No night lighting is proposed or will be necessary for the MET towers. 

At distances of approximately 4 miles from Island Pond Village and 2.6 miles to the nearest 
point on the shore of Island Pond, the ability to discern the Brighton mMETet tower will be 
compromised by the width of the tower, sun angle and consequent lighting effects, 
atmospheric conditions, and the actual location from which views are taken; 

At distances of approximately 5.5 miles to Island Pond Village and 4 miles to the nearest 
point on the shore of Island Pond, the ability to discern the Bull Mountain MET tower will 
be compromised by the width of the tower, sun angle and consequent lighting effects, 
atmospheric conditions, and the actual location from which views are taken; and 

At distances of just under 8 miles to Island Pond Village and approximately 5.5 miles to the 
nearest point on the shore of Island Pond, the ability to discern the Seneca Mountain MET 
tower will be compromised by the width of the tower, sun angle and consecluent lighting 
effects, atmospheric conditions, and the actual location from which views are taken; 

13. Some comllJen/en requeJ/ed a ballooll del17omiratioJ1 to gauge the l)iJlfal eiled o/the towen. 

Response: SMW addressed the reasons why a balloon demonstration is neither necessary or 
appropriate in a previous filing with the Board dated May 15,2012. 

1 +. One commenter J/a/ee/, ':5' heer .rize iJ not /J7fJl2an Hale. " 

Response: The comment is general in nature and provides no specific information that 
establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. The MET tower is designed and 
sized to fulfill its intended function. SMW's original application, the attached memoranda from 
LandWorks (Attachment B), the Board's experience in numerous prior MET cases, and the prior 
existence of MET towers at 2 of the 4 sites for 2.5 years, all establish that there will not be an 
undue adverse impact on aesthetics. 
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30 V.S.A. § 248 (b)(5) - Development affecting Public Investments 

15. Some COlllmenterJ Jtated that the impact of the project on the large tractJ' of land abutting Center POlld that hCllJe 
been collJeJ7Jed!?J tl7e tOWIl will be negalilJe, and placement of a iv1ET Tower 011 Hawk Rock will "matelial/y 
intet/ere with die public:\' elljq)11JleJZt 0/ Center Pond and of the conJel'lJation lalldJ' that the TOJJm o/NeJJJCllk haJ 
protected." The JCllJZe iJ tmefor the other lldEI' Tozver JiteJ ill Brighton and Ferdilland, eJpecial/y the high-
elelJation bog 011 Btlil lldolllltaill. 

Response: The comments are general in nature and provide no specific information that 
establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. 

None of the MET towers are located on conserved lands; they are all on private property with 
no development restrictions. All four sites have existing access (100% of the way for three sites 
and the fourth only requires 550 feet of new path). The towers would all be less than 200 feet in 
height in order to avoid any lighting requirement and minimize visual impacts. The locations of 
the MET towers will not directly impact any sensitive resources, and only 1.3 acres of total new 
clearing will be required for all four towers to be installed and operated. 

There will be no restriction of the public's use of conserved lands. There will be little if any 
visibility from Center Pond (see Comment 2 above). There are no lands conserved for wildlife 
purposes that would be impacted. There will be no danger to the public from installing the 
Hawk Rock tower in the proposed location. Once the MET tower is removed, there will be no 
permanent impacts to the landscape. 

30 V.S.A. §248 (b)(5) - Public Health and Safety 

16. SOllle ['OlllI7Im/en eArre.rJ conteJllJ about tbe eileet 011 /Jlfmal1 bealtl, pom 1l0iJe, lJibratioll, alld 
J.f/ind Turbine Syndrome. 

Response: None of the concerns cited above are related to MET towers, which are the topic of 
the current application; they are all specific to wind turbine installations. 

17. Olle COJJllllenter .rlateJ, "L..ark ofr/eep ji'Olll anxie!y concernillg wbat tbe lldET lowen repreJellt for ottr priJtine 
ridgeline iJ o/collcem. " 

Response: The comment is purely speculative and general in nature and provides no specific 
information that establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. The Board cannot 
and should not delve into whether people have anxiety because of an awareness that a project 
has been applied for, whether a MET tower, transmission line, solar project, or the like. 
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18. Olle COJJlJJJenter belieJJeJ that 1\1TiT Towen ill the.!"e localion.!" are not needed .rillce UPC Vemzoll! IF:?"il7d alreacb' 
gathered "comprehemiJJe, long-tem? wind re.rollrce data 'I in thoJe 10catiollJ. 

Response: The perceived "need" for the MET data is not a criterion by which the Board 
assesses MET applications under section 246 and section 248. In any event, the data collected 
by UPC Vermont Wind was for the Sheffield Project in Sheffield. SMW seeks to collect data at 
sites in Newark, Brighton, and Ferdinand. The data previously collected at the Brighton and 
Ferdinand sites was by a different entity - EMDC, LLC - and in any event has many gaps and 
errors and is insufficient to cover the area of interest in sufficient detail. 

19. One COJJllJZenter complaim of lack of direct notification of project alld lack ofadJJertiJilZg o/public 
diJClIHiollJ/ heatingJ. 

Response: SMW has fulfilled all of the notice requirements provided for under the Board's 
MET Tower Procedures, and the Board deemed the application complete as of April 18, 2012. 
The commenter, Mr. Jacobs, appears on the adjoiners list for both the 30 day pre-application 
notice and the application itself. 

20. One commenter JtateJ that Jhe iJ deeplY concerned about deceplion on the part ofSl\1W about the comtnfction o/a 
roadfaiJeIY deJigllated aJ a logging road, illegal quarrying and deception aboul aelial photographJl-

Response: The comment is patently false, and provides no specific information that establishes 
a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. The private logging roads referred to by the 
commenter in Newark have been in place and under construction for legal forestry operations 
for years. SMW did not begin to have any contact with the Newark landowners regarding a 
potential wind farm, or a MET tower for that matter, until late December 2011. At no time has 
STvIW authorized any road building, quarrying, or other <;onstruction work on any of the sites. 

21. One COlllmelZler claimJ thai Jll17JryorJ ajfiliated with Si\1IP tmpaJJed on her and other.!"' properly alld JtateJ Jhe 
therejore doeJ not tmJt all)'thillg to do with jj\1W She aJkJjor the l\1ETpemlit 10 be denied to pre.!"en;e "rural 
lilJing" and bum/Je tbe "e1l7Jironlllenlal impact 017 ollrJeiJJeJ and animal poplliation dOllle.!"tic and wild Ivill be 
jeopardized." Finally, J-he JtateJ- that "indllJtria! windmill JiteJ are not green. " 

Response: The comment is purely speculative and general in nature and provides no specific 
information that establishes a significant issue under the section 248 criteria. SMW's surveyors 
were performing work related to a potential wind project, not this MET application. The 
surveyors did not trespass on posted land; they left aerial survey markers in various locations, 
one of which was on un-posted private property with a note left on the owner's door. 
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22. The Newark Planning COllllJ2iJJiol7 reqlle.rtJ a .rite lJiJit and Cl puhlic The Jam/n' reql!eJI a puhlic 
hearing and puhlic Jite at tbe iV1ET !Olper Jz/e.r. Newark Neigbhon Ulliled req!feJtJ a .rite lJiJit. 

Response: For all of the reasons discussed herein and in the original application, a site visit and 
hearing are not necessary for the Board to render a decision approving the MET towers. 

Requests for Intervention 

The Newark Selectboard and Planning Commission have each separately requested intervenor 
status. SMW fully appreciates the Town's desire and right to comment on the MET application 
through the public comment process. We would note, however, that the Town has not provided 
the requisite information required by Board Rule 2.209 and past Board precedent with respect to 
requests for intervention. Should the Board give the Town the opportunity to supplement its 
intervenor requests, SMW requests the opportunity to respond. SMW also wishes to note that it 
understands that past Board practice has been to require municipalities to intervene as a single entity 
rather than through two separate municipal bodies. 

Newark Neighbors United ("NNU") seeks permissive intervention regarding the "effects on 
aesthetics, public investment, the natural environment, and public health and safety." As with the 
Town of Newark, SMW recognizes and respects the right of the public to comment on the MET 
application through the public comment process. NNU has not, however, provided the requisite 
information required by Board Rule 2.209 and past Board precedent with respect to requests for 
intervention.9 Therefore, while NNU's May 4th (and any subsequent) filings should be considered 
by the Board as public comments, its request for formal intervenor status should be denied. Should 
the Board give NNU the opportunity to supplement its intervenor requests, SMW requests the 
opportunity to respond. 

Conclusion 

For all of the reasons discussed herein, SMW respectfully submnits that the public 
comments do not raise any significant issue with respect to any section 248 criteria, and therefore 
neither a site visit nor evidentiary hearing is necessary or required. The application meets all of the 
section 248 criteria and should be approved. 

9 For example, NNU has not established what type of entity it is, how it was legally formed, the baSIS for any specific 
legally-protected interests, why such interests are not adequately represented by eXIsting parties, and the other criteria in 
Rule 2.209(13). 
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DATED at Burlington, Vermont, this 4th day of June, 2012. 

By: 

DUNKIEL S"'l.UNDERS ELLIOTI' K'l.UB\'OGEL & H\ND PUC 
Attorneys for Seneca Mountain \X!ind, LLC 

An rew Raubvogel 
Dunkiel Saunders Elliott Raubv el & Hand PLLC 
Burlington, VT 05401 
(802) 860-1003, ext. 107 
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Hawk Rock MET Site 
Vantage POint Assessment from Center Pond 

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT 

Exhibit 1 + Exhibit 2 + Exhibit 3 - Sections Through Hawk Rock 
MET Site including various vantage points on Center Pond 
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